opinion, the really profound moral challenge of climate change 9 consists in formulating and implementing new moral norms and 10 concepts that are adequate to the problems we face in this 11 unprecedented period in human history.
12
In the next section I present an analogy that is intended to 13 help explain why we do not see many acts that contribute to Consider an example.
2 Suppose that Jill has parked her bicycle 17 on the porch of her house and then gone inside to make dinner. These shoot burning debris into the air, predominantly over the poorer 26 neighborhoods on the other side. This has already imposed and continues 27 increasingly to impose, a serious risk on many people in the area that their 1 houses will catch on fire. George and his buddies are aware of this risk, 2 keep saying that they will cut back, buy safer fireworks, contribute funds to 3 the fire department in the poorer neighborhoods, and so on. But they 4 don't. Instead they keep making the displays bigger. They like fireworks. 5 (They could like other things too. But they are used to fireworks.) 6 6
Gardiner thinks that "this example conveys a sense of moral 7 severity substantially beyond Jack 6" and that this shows that my Gardiner and I agree that the cases that are most analogous to Gardiner distinguishes "moral corruption" and "corruption of 
27
When it comes to understanding moral corruption Gardiner 28 turns to Kant:
The thoughts that I take from Kant are […] that moral corruption is: (a) a 1 tendency to rationalize, which (b) casts doubt on the validity and/or 2 strictness of moral claims, by (c) seeking to pervert their status and 3 substance, and in doing so (d) aims to make those claims better suited to 4 our wishes and inclinations, and (e) destroys the characteristics in virtue of 5 which we respect them (307). 6
The problem is that Kant (as opposed to some Kantians) 
26
Although Gardiner recognizes the difficulty and elusiveness of 27 the concept, he wants moral corruption to be a specific enough 28 notion to be explanatory in the climate change case. There is thus 29 a lack of fit between Gardiner's desire for a concept that is to 30 some extent central and specific to our failures regarding climate 31 change, and Kant's rather watery notion.
Gardiner wishes to emphasize features of moral corruption 1 that center on our "vulnerability," susceptibility to "temptation," 2 and attraction to "weak or deceptive arguments" that serve our give what I know is too little.
9
C') I think that I ought to be vegan but I'm not sure that there 10 isn't some argument that I haven't thought of that might believe that some act is right but I don't believe it strongly 22 enough to actually do it. We can taxonimize these failings in 23 various ways (akrasia, hypocrisy, bad faith, corruption, and so on).
24
These categorizations can be contested and others proposed, and Gardiner writes: 
